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Abstract- Location prediction of users from online 
social media brings enormous research in recent 
times. Automatic identification of locations related 
with or mentioned in records has been investigated for 
decades. As one of the famous online social network 
platforms, Twitter has attracted a massive number of 
users who send millions of tweets on each day basis. 
As Global inclusion of its users and continuous tweets, 
location prediction on Twitter has extended 
noteworthy attention in these days. In proposed 
framework, a standard user location prediction in 
online platform using tweets is studied. In precise, 
tweet location is predicted from tweet contents. By 
outlining tweet content and contexts, it fundamentally 
that how the problems depend upon the ones text 
inputs. Ensemble model is introduced to combine all 
multiple machine learning technique like Support 
Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Random forest and 
Logistic Regression to predict user location model. 

Keywords- Online Platform, Twitter, Machine 
Learning  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet social media services, such as social 
networking and microblogging which are offered by 
social platforms like Twitter and Facebook, location-
based ones like Foursqure [5] and Gowalla, photo 
sharing sites like Flickr and Pinterest, as well as other 
domain-specific platforms such as LinkedIn have seen 
phenomenal growth in their user bases. On these social 
platforms, users may additionally establish online 
friendship with others sharing similar interests. Users 
may proportion with online buddies, each day lives in 
varieties of texts, pics, videos, or check-ins.  

Among all online social network, Twitter is portrayed 
by its special method for following companions and 
sending posts. From one viewpoint, Twitter 
companionships are not really shared. For instance, 
users may "follow" superstars without expecting them 
to follow back. Tweets are not a specifically language, in 
which user may post with emotion pictures. Abridged 
type of content, incorrect spellings, and additional 
characters of enthusiastic words makes tweet writings 
uproarious. The methods applied for typical archives 
are not appropriate for analyzing tweets. The character 
confinements of tweets around 140 characters may 

make the tweet uncomfortable to understand, if the tweet 
setting is not contemplated. 

Users, online friendships and tweets make Twitter a 
virtual online world. This virtual world meets with this 
present reality, where locations acting as intermediate 
connections. Twitter users have long term private 
locations. Their home areas cause them to see, get 
intrigued and tweet news or occasions around their day 
by day movement locales. With expanding notoriety of 
GPS-empowered gadgets for example-cell phones and 
tablets, users may casually attach real-time locations 
when sending out tweets [7]. Users may likewise make 
reference to Mentioned locations in their tweets, e.g., 
urban areas they recently lived in, or eateries they need 
to attempt. 

The issue of location prediction related named as 
geolocation prediction is inspected for Wikipedia 
[25][26][27] and web page documents [28]. Entity 
recognition from these formal documents has been 
looked into for quite a long time. Different types of 
content and context handling on these documents are 
also studied extensively. However, the location prediction 
problem from twitter depends highly on tweet content 

1.1 Tweet Content 

A tweet is a bit of user produced content with its length 
up to 140 characters. It might depict anything a user 
needs to post, e.g.-her state of mind or occasions 
occurring around her. Besides unique posts, a user may 
likewise retweet others' tweets she peruses. Tweet and 
retweets from a user will be pushed to her followers. 
Twitter interface for them to peruse. When composing 
tweet contents, a user may incorporate hashtags, which 
are words or unspaced expressions beginning with "#". 
At last, one can likewise make reference to another user’s 
name by a first "@" in tweet content. A mentioned user 
will be notified and may begin a discussion with the 
referencing user through resulting makes reference to. 
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Fig. 1 - An illustration of tweet content, tweet 
context, and Twitter network, and the three types of 

locations: home location, tweet location, and 
mentioned location in Twitter 

To predict the user location in twitter there are three 
types of Twitter related locations, namely home 
location, tweet location, and mentioned location. For 
each different type of location, we give its definition and 
show how it is been represent. We likewise briefly 
examine how to set up ground truth for each 
assignment. 

2.1 Home Location Prediction 

Home locations allude to Twitter user long-term 
residential address locations. The prediction of home 
locations empowers different applications, e.g., 
neighborhood content suggestion, area-based ad, public 
opinion polling estimation and public health 
monitoring. Home Location might be spoken to at 
various degrees of granularity.  

2.2 Tweet Location Prediction 

Tweet location implies where a tweet is posted. By 
interfacing tweet areas, we may draw a progressively 
complete image of a user’s portability. Not the same as 
home locations, which are gathered from both user 
profiles and geo-tags, tweet locations are commonly 
founded on geo-tags of tweets. Due to the first 
perspectives on tweet locations, purpose of-interests 
(POIs) or coordinates are broadly adopted as 
representations of tweet locations, rather than 
managerial districts or grids. 

2.3 Mentioned Location Prediction  

When composing tweets, users may make reference to 
the names of certain areas in tweet contents. Mentioned 
location prediction may encourage better 
comprehension of tweet content and benefit 
applications like area suggestion and fiasco and illness 
the executives. Mention location divide into two sub 
class: 

 Mentioned location recognition- separate 
content sections in a tweet that allude to 
location names.[7] 

 Mentioned location disambiguation- 
distinguish what areas those sections allude to 
by settling them to passages in a location 
database.[7] 

 

Fig. 2 – User Mentioned location in the tweet content 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In reference [1] This paper centers around exploring 
geolocation forecast approaches dependent on content 
examination in social media life information. The audit 
result shows that geolocation forecast approaches can be 
classified into two classifications called Content-based 
Geolocation Prediction and User-profiling-based 
Geolocation Prediction. This audit further presumes that 
Content-based Geolocation Prediction is appropriate for 
tending to geotagged information constraints in Location-
explicit Analysis in light of the fact that the area forecast 
results are explicit to put level.  

In reference [2] In this paper it analyzes the study of the 
capacity of system-based home area estimation with cycle 
while utilizing the informal organization dependent on 
following connections on Twitter. The outcomes show 
that the capacity that chooses the most regular area 
among the companions' area has the best precision. Our 
investigation additionally shows that the 88% of users, 
who are in the interpersonal organization dependent on 
following connections, has in any event one right home 
location inside one-bounce. 

In reference [3] In this paper, a model of an Android cell 
phone application named "T-support" is introduced in 
this examination. This application empowers bolstered 
users who needs every day backing to share their area 
organizes by means of Twitter. Supporting users would 
then be able to check the area directions of the bolstered 
clients when required.  

In reference [4] In this paper, the ways of finding citizen 
problems with their locations by using tweet data is 
discussed. Tweets in Turkish language from the Aegean 
Region of Turkey were used for the study. It is aimed to 
form a smart system, which detects problems of citizens 
and extracts the problems’ exact locations from tweet 
texts. Firstly, the collected data was analyzed to get 
information of any city event, citizen's complaint or 
requests about a problem. After the possibility of 
detecting tweets, which have any city problem and was 
ensured to two datasets were created 
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In reference [5] In this paper, figure a pattern likelihood 
gauge of the dissemination of words utilized by a user. 
This conveyance is shaped by utilizing the way that 
terms utilized in the tweets of a specific conversation 
might be identified with the area data of the client 
starting the conversation. Additionally, gauge the top K 
likely urban cities for a given client and measure the 
exactness. Find the pattern estimation yields a precision 
higher that the 10% exactness of the present cutting-
edge estimation. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we explain methodologies of the project. 
In Fig-3 shows the overall architecture of the system. 
The aim of proposed framework is to predict the user 
location from tweet content, considering users-Home 
location, Tweet location and Mentioned location. To 
deal with this we utilize ensemble learner in machine 
learning technique which take helps of several base 
model and combine their output to produce an 
optimized model. 

 

Fig. 3 – System Architecture 

Twitter data is been downloaded from live stream to 
extract the location; we will utilize a powerful python 
library called tweepy to access tweets from the web in 
real-time. Live stream twitter helps to generate twitter 
credentials like consumer_key, consumer_secret, 
access_token, acess_token_secret to extract the user API 
from twitter account. Create the Listener class that will 
acquire from the Stream Listener object in tweepy. 
Later make the audience class that will acquire from the 
Stream Listener object in tweepy. Then make a wrapper 
and then define methods that will be activated 
depending what the listening is hearing. We will build 
the on_data and on_error method inside the 
StdOutListener class. 

The on_data method is actuated at whatever point a 
tweet has been heard. Its input is the variable status, 
which is the genuine tweet it heard in addition to the 
metadata. Here, data can be viewed as an object with 

various parameters. The method on_error fills in as an 
error handler for our listener. Now and then, error 420 
are being sent in our listener due to twitter's rate limit 
approach. At whatever point this sort of blunder shows 
up, it will provoke our listener to disconnect.  

Regularly, it's a decent practice that you store your 
twitter credentials or anything that is private in a 
different record. Then add filters in the way we stream 
using the stream.filter() method.Stream.filter() is a track 
parameter is an array of keywords, such as Mumbai, 
Chennai, Karnataka and Kerala that will be listened in a 
listener class. 

Data pre-processing should be done before converting 
the json file into .csv file. The data should be cleaned as 
twitter have huge data it contains unwanted data or noisy 
data, any special characters like symbols @, #, $, &, * 
should be removed, should capitalized all words to find 
the geo-location. If the user has not mentioned the home 
location while tweet it should be removed. If the Tweet 
Location is null then mention the Home Location of the 
user. The keywords should be assigned with the integers 
value as machine learning approach support only integer 
value i.e. Lvalue such as Nil-0, Chennai-1, Kerala-2, 
Mumbai-3 and Karnataka-4 for mentioned location. Later 
save tweets into dataset. 

The language used for implementing the work is python, 
where it includes libraries like NumPy, scikit learn, 
pandas, Tweepy, matpolitlib, seaborn, geography. 
Geography is used to find the user geo-location in tweet 
text. 

 

Fig. 4 – Extract Live Location in Twitter 

The above figure is the dataset of live stream data of 
twitter parameters like- the user tweet ID, name, 
screen_name, tweet_text, Home Location, Tweet Location, 
Mentioned Location and Lvalue. 

Mentioned Location of Lvalues in percentage is been 
calculated in pie chart where Karnataka-4(35.59%), 
Mumbai-3(11.86%), Kerala-2(13.56%), Chennai-
1(32.20%) and Nil-0(6.78%). 
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Fig. 5 – Pie Chart of Mentioned Location 

Ensemble method help to combine multiple classifier 
model to form hybrid predict model for user location 
taking same input as machine learning algorithm and 
give effective accuracy by clubbing all classification 
algorithm. 

Ensemble learner are combination of multiple 
classifiers, different classification algorithms used are: 

 Logistic Regression  

 Support Vector Machine 

 Decision Tree  

 Random Forest  

By combining all classifiers in one model by taking same 
input data how the accuracy and performance of model 
is effective is shown by ensemble method. 

ENSEMBLE METHOD 

In machine learning, ensemble method uses multiple 
algorithms to obtain optimized predictive model that 
could be obtained from any individual machine learning 
algorithm. Ensemble method work with unstable 
classifier. A model selection should be done first, then 
the twitter dataset is read which is same input data 
taken for other classification algorithms. Separate data 
frame pixels and labels as df_x and df_y respectively. 
Split the dataset, to measure the accuracy train the data. 

Decision Tree is selected as random forest is ensemble 
of Decision Tree to measure the accuracy. Boosting 
classifier can well boost the accuracy of the model by 
the great factor and Bagging helps to reduce the 
variance and overfitting of the model. Estimator Voting 
classifier is done by combining three algorithms. 

In my ensemble model, implementation is done through 
voting classifier. Voting classifier is created by three 
different base classifiers, which are Logistic Regression, 
Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree. The 

relevant libraries are import in voting ensemble classifier 
and make the voting classifier to take specific feature as 
input and give effective output when compared to single 
base model which increase the performance of the model, 
this is done by kflod model cross validation where pre-
trained model is not used. The new parameter is trained 
after receiving from training set, test with model which 
return k different values based on the number of splits 
done in dataset. Analyze the values generated for each 
dataset and consider the average as accuracy score of the 
model. Kflod cross validation overcomes some of data 
which was untouched while training and small chunked 
of data which may overfit model. 

4. RESULTS 

Voting classifier use multiple models like Logistic 
Regression, Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree 
and give the accuracy of 91.66% to the model. Random 
Forest ensemble with Decision Tree gives accuracy of 
81.66%. Boosting and bagging classifier gives 100% in 
Decision tree for both training and testing data. 

Create ensemble model by kflod cross validating as it 
returns k different values for accuracy score, based on 
the kth test data set. Fig.6 and Fig.7 shows the average 
or mean result to analyze the model 

 

Fig.6 Mean Accuracy of ensemble Model 

 

Fig.7 Results of different accuracy score 

Ensemble classifier give better prediction than single 
base classifier so this model predicts the user location in 
tweet content. Based on the same user the count 
increases, in machine learning the fit transform function 
is used so the location name take automatically in 
background from dataset as integer and predict the 
location of user in integer as seen in fig.8. The Lcoder 
gives value for the locations. As the location is taken 
automatically it predict the location of user in which 
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home and tweet location, they have tweet. In my work 
for mentioned location have taken 4places, if the 
location is not from those 4 places than it is shown as 
nil.  

 

Fig.8 – Predicted Result 

5. CONCLUSION 

Three geolocation problems on Twitter is summarized 
as home location, tweet location, and mentioned 
location. When twitter data is considered, geolocation 
prediction becomes a challenging problem. It is hard to 
understand and analyze the tweet text nature and 
number of tweet characters limitation. In this work, 
user geolocation is been predicted by tweet content 
using machine learning techniques. I have implemented 
my project using ensemble classifier to show all 
combined base model give better performance and 
show prediction result which is suitable for location 
prediction problem and tweet text analysis.   
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